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Abstract. A space transformation approach is established to study partial differen-
tial equations with space-dependent coefficients modelling porous media hydrodynamics.
The approach reduces the original multi-dimensional problem to the one-dimensional
space and is developed on the basis of Radon and Hilbert operators and generalized
functions. In particular, the approach involves a generalized spectral decomposition that
allows the derivation of space transformations of random field products. A Plancherel
representation highlights the fact that the space transformation of the product of random
fields inherently contains integration over a "dummy" hyperplane. Space transformation
is first examined by means of a test problem, where the results are compared with the
exact solutions obtained by a standard partial differential equation method. Then, ex-
act solutions for the flow head potential in a heterogeneous porous medium are derived.
The stochastic partial differential equation describing three-dimensional porous media
hydrodynamics is reduced into a one-dimensional integro-differential equation involving
the generalized space transformation of the head potential. Under certain conditions the
latter can be further simplified to yield a first-order ordinary differential equation. Space
transformation solutions for the head potential are compared with local solutions in the
neighborhood of an expansion point which are derived by using finite-order Taylor series
expansions of the hydraulic log-conductivity.

1. Introduction. First of all, let us introduce some notations. By R™ we denote
the n-dimensional Euclidean space, s = (si,...,sn) € R" is the position vector, 9 =
(#1,..., 9n) is the unit vector, and Sn — p". ^ is the surface area of the n-dimensional
sphere (T is the gamma function). Integrations are carried out over the whole range of
a variable, unless other limits are indicated. Given a function /(s) on Rn, consider
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(i) the mapping

71 /(s) J dsf(s)6{cr - s ■ 0), (1.1)

where a € Rl and 6 is the delta function. The /(s) are suitable functions (ordinary or
generalized) so that the integral in Eq. (1.1) exists. For example, /(s) may belong to
the Schwartz space. Equation (1.1) is known as the Radon transform (e.g., [7]) or as the
plane wave integral (e.g., [8]). Also consider

(ii) the operator

n =
S'lm+l 02

(-l)m-l

2(2tt \2m— 1
2ir dcr2

^2m-lr ^m-i ^
> S2mH\daifn = 2m,

if n = 2to + 1,
(1.2)

where Tt denotes the Hilbert transform.
In general, space transformations (ST) are mathematical operations that reduce a

multi-dimensional space to a uni-dimensional space. In stochastic analysis ST can be
defined in terms of random fields (RF) or by means of their statistical moments. The
usefulness of ST in the study of environmental systems has been discussed extensively,
e.g., in [2], [3], and [4]. In the following, the RF are considered in the sense of [9].

Definition 1.1. Consider the n-dimensional RF Xn(s). The ST operators Tt\ and
that reduce the n-dimensional RF to a uni-dimensional RF by means of the mapping

(1.1) and the operator (1.2), are defined as follows:

T*[Xn](a,0)=X1,g(a), (1.3)

where [•] = ?£[•]; and

*i[X„](<x,0) = f}T^[Xn](a,9) = X1.g(a). (1.4)

The ST, Tr[, and <5^ are considered as completely defined if the integral expressions in
Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4) are known for all 9.

Some properties of the ST are worth exploiting. The T\ consists of infinitely many
integral transforms with the delta functions as their kernels. The T\ of a function may
also be considered as a homogeneous function of degree —1 on projective space. The ST
operators (1.3) and (1.4) can be inverted as follows:

r/pG.eKs) = ,S-„ 1 [ d6X\ g{s ■ 9) = X„(s); (1.5)
Jsn

and
rflXj.eKs) = = Xn(s). (1.6)

In the spectral domain $ C R", the ST turn out to have simple algebraic forms. Indeed,
for the TjJ we have

T*[Xn]{w,0) = Xn(w) = (1.7)
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along the wavevector w = u>0 6 <i>, where ui = |w| and X denotes the Fourier transform
of X; and, for the T™,

I7[ii,«](w) = ii.eH = Xn(w) (1.8)

is valid. Similarly, for the "J 'n and 5*™ it can be shown that

= Xlt0(u), (1.9)

and

vP?[*i,e](w) = = Xn{w), (1.10)
On 1^1

respectively.
In the context of stochastic partial differential equations (PDE) with space-dependent

coefficients, of particular importance is the development of ST expressions for RF prod-
ucts. This type of PDE governs subsurface porous media hydrodynamics and is thus
very important in environmental applications. In Sec. 2 we derive expressions for ST
of the product of two RF by means of generalized function representations. In Sec. 3
a Plancherel equation is established for the ST operations. Section 4 considers certain
series expansions of ST. In Sec. 5 a test example is examined where solutions are ob-
tained by means of the ST approach and are compared with the exact solutions derived
by a standard PDE method. In Sec. 6 solutions of three-dimensional groundwater flow
in porous formations are derived in terms of solutions of a one-dimensional model along
various directions in space. The realistic scenario of point-like boundary conditions is
considered. Also, the case of Neumann boundary conditions on a spherical domain is ex-
amined. In Sec. 7 the ST solutions are compared with local solutions obtained by means
of multidimensional series expansions. Section 8 deals with numerical considerations and
stochastic moments solutions concerning the application of the ST method in realistic
situations of porous media hydrodynamics.

2. Space transformations of random field products and gradients. In the
following we will focus in the R3 space. However, the extension of the analysis in the
R" space is straightforward.

Let the RF ^(S) be expressed as

Y3( s) = /**(.)«(.-). (2-1)

By defining the generalized RF (in the sense, e.g., of [6])

^3z(s) = 6{s - z)Y3(z), (2.2)

Eq. (2.1) can be written as

l-i(s) = J dzYSz(s). (2.3)
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Lemma 2.1. The generalized RF Y"3z(s) has a spectral amplitude y3z(w) that admits
the following generalized spectral decomposition:

?3z(w - w') = e"lw''zF3z(w). (2.4)

Proof. The Fourier transform of Y3Z(s) in Eq. (2.2) with respect to s is Y"3z(w) =
Y3(z)eiw'z, which clearly satisfies the spectral decomposition property (2.4).

The generalized field
Yh0«(a)=Tl[Y3z}(a,O) (2.5)

may be considered as the ST of the generalized RF Y3z(s) or the generalized ST of the
ordinary RF Y3(s). Clearly,

Yhe(a) = J dzYlte,z(°)- (2-6)

Moreover, the Fourier transform of Eq. (2.1) can be written as Y-j(w) = f dzY3z(w),
which leads to the following integral representation:

y3(w-w') = y dze"sw •zy3z(w). (2.7)

The analysis above leads us to the following fundamental

Proposition 2.1. Consider two RFs, X3(s) and Y3(s). The T3 transformation of their
product is given by

Th31[X3y3](ff,0) = J dzX3(z)?li0,z{a). (2.8)

Proof. The T3 of a product of two RFs, X3(s) and F3(s), can be written as

T£[X3Y3](<t,8) = -i-j I ckoe-^-6 j dw1 X3(w')Y3(w - w'). (2.9)

It should be noted that w = u>6 is a wavevector constrained to point in the direction 9,
whereas w' 6 <E>. In light of the analysis above, the T3 is given by

Tl[X3Y3\(a,0) = j dwe-^s-e J dw'X3(W)Y3(cud - w')

= (2^)4 I*"-/-'-3(W) J dzY3z(u6-w')

= ^ j ckve-1^ j dw'X3(w') j dze-™'-*Y3z(u;0)

= J dzX3(z)Yhe.z{cr).

This completes the proof.
Regarding the inverse operator Tj3 of the product Xi,e(a)Yitg(a), a useful expression

in the spectral domain is suggested by
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PROPOSITION 2.2. The inverse operator Tf of the product Xitg(a)Yi,g(a) in the spectral
domain is as follows:

if&A.Kw) = ^ J dpX 3 y3 (w - , (2.10)

which relates the spectral Tf of the product of two spatial T3 with the one-dimensional
integration of the product of the corresponding spectral Tf.

Proof. It is valid that

T\

where

?[^1,fl^i,e](s) = J J ds'ds"X3(s')Y3(s")<t>(s,s',s"), (2.11)

$(S'S'S") = "2(5)3 / d° / di° J dpeiue'(s"~s)evp0'[s'~s")-

Working in the spectral domain,

FT{T«[XheYXie]} = J dae™*-' JJ ds'ds"X3(s')Y3(s") ("^s)

J dO J dqj dpeip0<s'-s"^V2seiu0-{s"-s)

= J J ds'ds"X3(S')Y3(s")el"6-s'e^e-s

IdG I(~~q2^dq J dp /' dseiv,'seiq6's

2(2tr)3
dO [ q2dq f dp f dsels'(w q6) X3{pd)Y3[{p - q)0],

J J J (2.12)

where FT denotes the Fourier transform, f dse*s'(w = (27r)3<5(w — qO), and
IT d9 927(w,g) = 1, with

7(w ,q) = J d06{w-qO) = ^6{\w\-q). (2.13)

In view of Eq. (2.13), Eq. (2.12) becomes

J dp J d<?£(|w| — q)X3 Y3

= ^/*i3(H?3(w"Rw)' (214)

Finally, using the fact that FT[Xi,gYi}g](u>, 6) = FT{Ti[XitgYi,g]}(w) at w = ujO, Eq.
(2.14) leads to Eq. (2.10).
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Some formulas expressing ST of RF gradients are derived below for future use. In the
case of ordinary RF the derivations are straightforward. For example, the Tg1 of the ith
component gradient of an RF X3(s) can be expressed in terms of the slope of its Tg1 as

n dX3
OS,

(a,0) = e,dXldeaia) (2.15)

and
i fdX: dX^s)

dsi
(a,0)}=O1dXlgeJ(T). (2.16)

The expressions for the gradients of generalized RF are somehow more involved. For
example, the Tg1 of the gradient of X;j(s)<5(cr — s • 9) is (e.g., [4])

n dX3(s)6(o — s • 0)
dsi

(pe,) = <8M^l, (2,17)

where X\ (<r, 9, p, 9') = T3 [Xg(s)<5(cr — s • 0)](p, 9') is a function of a double projection on
two separate direction vectors.

3. The Plancherel equation for space transformations. Before proceeding with
the Plancherel analysis of ST operators, the following lemma is needed.

Lemma 3.1. Let Yg'(—s) = ^(s). The Tg1 and $g are such that Y{0(—a) = Yi.e(cr) and
^i,e(—cr) = respectively.

Proof. The Tg1 gives

/oc roc
Y3(s)6(—a - s • 9)ds — / Y3(-s)6(—a — s • 9)ds

- oc J — oc

= — f Y3(s)6(—a + s • 9)ds — j Y3(s)6(a — s • 9)ds,
J oc J — oc

for 6(a) = 6(—a). Hence, the Tg1 satisfies Y{e(—a) = Y\.e(cr), and the "fg satisfies
Y(,e(-a) = Y\fi(<j).
Proposition 3.1. The Plancherel equation involves the product of two different types
of ST as follows:

(3.1)j X3(s)Y3(s)ds = j Xhe(a)Y^e(a)da

where Xi,e(cr) = T-} [X3](<r, 9).
Proof. The convolution of the RFs, Xg(s) and Y3(s), which are both assumed to admit

ST representations, is given by F3(s') = f X3(s)Y^(s' - s)ds. The Fourier transform of
this convolution is F3(w') = X3(w')Y3'(w'), which in light of Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) above
can be written as

A.0(w')=ii,0(w')yi,e(w'). (3.2)

Using Tf, the F3(s') can also be expressed as

F3(s')|s'=o = *(</)],,'=(>}. (3.3)
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The inverse Fourier transform of Eq. (3.2) is

F\,e{v') = J Xi,e(a)Y{g(a' - a)da, (3.4)

which is substituted into Eq. (3.3) so that

*■,«» = •?{/ Xi.e(a)n[Yi.e(a'-a)]CT,=0d<7}. (3.5)

Since Y{e{a') = (<r')],

J X3(s)y3'(-s)ds = V? J Xhe(a)Yl0(-a)d (3.6)

Finally, in light of Lemma 3.1, Eq. (3.6) leads to Eq. (3.1).

Corollary 3.1. The following expression is valid for the of the product of two RFs,
X3(s) and Y"3(s),

T£[X3Z3](*,0) = 931 Xi.e>(p)Zi(a,0,p, 9')dp (a,0), (3.7)

where Zi(a,9,p,9') = T^[Z3(s)S(a — s • 9)}(p,9').
Proof. By replacing Y"3(s) in Eq. (3.6) by Z3(s)6(a — s • 9) and using Lemma 3.1,

T£[X3Z3]{<T,e) = / X3(s)Z3(s)S(a - s • 9)ds = I X\.e>(p)Zi(a, 9,p, 9')dp (a,9).

Remark 3.1. Note that Z±(cr,9,p,0;) is a function of a double projection on two
separate direction vectors. This is related to the fact that the T3 of a product of two
RFs cannot be expressed in terms of the T3s of the individual functions evaluated for the
same direction vector and projection. In fact, the relation below follows directly from
the definition of the T3 :

T31[X3Z3]((j, 9) = J dPXhg(a = s-9,e)Z1,e'(p = s-9',9')6{s-s'). (3.8)

Finally, in view of Eq. (2.17) Plancherel's formula leads to an expression relating
products of derivatives in the three- and the one-dimensional spaces,

T1
y- dX3 dZ3

dsi dsi
1 = 1

(*,#) = *?
• ̂ dXhg,(p) dZ1{a,0,p,d')

v dp dp (3.9)

where the is considered with respect to 9'.
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4. Series expansions of space transformations. In several applications approx-
imations based on series expansions of STs would be useful.

Proposition 4.1. The T3! operator of the product of any two RFs, A3(s) and Y3(s), in
R,! that admit individually the ST representation is given in terms of the series expansion

/oo r ( \
Xi.e{a)Yi,g{a)da = '^x[''g(a) / ° Q Yi.g{a)da, (4.1)

fc=0 ^

where ArjAj(a) = -jp;X\fi(<T)\a=a. Equation (4.1) is exact, assuming that the Taylor

expansion of X\g(a) converges to X\g(a).
Proof. By using Plancherel's formula (3.1) the T3 of the product X3(s)Y3(s) can be

written as

t3 ]{X3Y3\(a,6) = J X3(s)Y3(s)6(a-s-9)dS

-"'I [IX3(s)S(a — s • 9)6(p — s • ip)ds YitV(p)dp.
(4.2)

By integrating over p at the left-hand side, that is, T^[X3Y3](a, 9) =
Vpf f X3(s)S(a — s • 0)Yhv{s • (p)ds, and then expanding Yi^s • ip) around a, Eq. (4.2)
leads to

T> [X,Y3](„, 9) = p I^'MTj |(,. v _ a)"X]i\(p,9)} . (4.3)

By considering the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1) and taking the Taylor
expansion of Xi,g(cr) around the point a one gets Eq. (4.1) above. This completes the
proof.

Remark 4.1. An interesting point to be noted regarding Taylor expansions of ST is
that a meaningful expansion of A'i e(c) must contain more higher-order terms than a
local expansion of A3(s), because X3 assigns to each value of a the integral of A3(s) over
a planar domain of points s € Rf.

5. The space transformation approach to stochastic partial differential
equations. As far as stochastic PDE with space-dependent coefficients are concerned,
the ST approach consists in reducing the original multi-dimensional problem to a one-
dimensional problem. The solutions derived for the simpler one-dimensional problem
can then be used to obtain solutions of the multi-dimensional problem by means of the
inverse ST. Here we will focus on the T,^ transform. However, similar results can be
obtained by means of the 'I',1, transform.

Before applying the ST approach to stochastic PDE representing realistic porous media
hydrodynamics, it may be instructive to try it first in a test problem. Indeed, the ST
approach will be used here to derive solutions of the PDE in R2,

t\^ + 2»,H2(s)|=0, (5.1)
j=l L J J
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subject to the boundary condition #2(s = 0) = 1. The result will then be compared
with the exact solution

#2(s) = exp[-s2 + a(si - s2)], (5.2)

where a is an arbitrary real constant. The solution (5.2) was obtained by the method of
separation of variables (SoV; e.g., [1]). If a = 0, one recovers the isotropic solution

H2( s)=exp(-s2), (5.3)

the T2 of which is
Hi,g{p) = exp(—p2). (5.4)

In this section the terms isotropic and anisotropic solution are used in reference to the
spatial dependence of the solution. The isotropic solution depends entirely on the Eu-
clidean norm of the position vector, and it has no directional dependence.

The application of the T2 requires a coordinate system where the variables allow a
straightforward integration of the delta function. This new coordinate system involves
an orthogonal rotation of the axes in the two-dimensional plane. The transformation
matrix is given by

A2 — Pl u2

-02 0\

such that the new coordinates are u = A2z. The inverse matrix A2 1 is given by

A-1 -—
71 — p2

9o 0i

(5.5)

(5.6)

such that z = A2 u = Aju. The function H2(s) in the new coordinate system is
denoted by Hg(u), and the T2 transforms Eq. (5.1) to the integro-differential equation

J dii'2 | dHe>Qp U^ + 2\p + u2d{d)}Hg(p,u2)^ = 0, (5.7)

where 0 = {9\ ,02) = (cos 0, sin 0), <f> being the rotation angle, and

h ~ 02 cosip — sin </>d(6) =
'i + 02 cos <j> + sin (

Note that only the derivative with respect to the projection on 6 appears in Eq. (5.7),
and the generalized ST is a function of Hg(u\,u2), i.e.,

Hve.z(p) = 6{p - u1)Hg(ui,u2). (5.8)

The ordinary ST is then by definition a functional of Hg(ui,u2) given by

Hi,g(p) = J du2He(p,u2). (5.9)
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Case I. Equation (5.7) will be solved by using the variable separability assumption of
the standard SoV method which yields the exact solution (5.2), and then the ST result
will be compared with the exact solution.

Indeed, it is assumed that the head function can be decomposed into two parametrized
integrable functions fg(u\) and gg(u2), each of which depends on a projection of the
position vector onto one of the basis axes of the new system, i.e.,

Hg(ui,u2) = fe(ui)ge(u2). (5.10)

The meaning of Eq. (5.10) is that the two-dimensional solution at a point z = (21,-22) £
R2 is known if the values of fg(u\) and gg(u2) are known at the point u which is the
map of point z under the orthogonal transformation (5.5). This in turn leads to the
decomposition,

Hi.g.z{p) = 6(p - ui)fe{ui)g0(u2). (5.11)

The Jacobian of the orthogonal transformation (5.5) is equal to one and, therefore,
there is no scaling factor for the integration in the rotated frame, i.e., f dz = J du (the
integration is assumed to extend over an infinite region). In view of this fact, Eq. (5.7)
becomes

/dU'2 {+ 2^ +U2d(0)]^(p)-96,(U'2)} = °' (5'12)

At this point we can consider two possibilities regarding the function gg(u2).
(IA). Consider first the special case in which the function gg(u2) has even parity, i.e.,

ge(~u2) = gg(u 2).
In this case, the term in the integrand that has an explicit directional dependence

through d(9) integrates to zero and Eq. (5.12) is reduced to the considerably simpler
ordinary differential equation (ODE)

dMp±+2pfg(p)=0. (5.13)
op

Equation (5.13) admits the solution fe(p) = Cexp(—p2), which leads to the isotropic ST

Hi,g(p) = J dz Hue,z{p) = J du6(p - ui)fg(ui)g0(u2) = fg{p) J du2gg(u2)

= C' exp(—p2). (5.14)

When C' = y/n, this is identical to the ST (5.4) of the isotropic case. Since the ST of
a function identifies it uniquely, Eq. (5.14) implies that the ST method generates the
isotropic solution of Eq. (5.1). This solution can be recovered directly by means of the
two-dimensional inversion formula; see Eq. (1.6) for n = 2.

Remark 5.1. As follows from Eq. (5.14) the determination of the two-dimensional
solution is possible on the basis only of the function fg(ui), since the information carried
by gg(;u2) is integrated to a mere multiplicative constant.

(IB). Consider now the more general case in which the even parity assumption is not
valid and, hence, du2u2gg(u2) ^ 0.
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Now Eq. (5.12) can be recast into the ODE

dfe(p)
dp

where

+ 2\p+v(0)d(0)\fe(p) = O, (5.15)

f du2u2ge(u2) . .
v(0) = -~rA—r^r- (5-16)J du2ge(u2)

Equation (5.15) admits a general solution of the form

feip) = Ci exp[—p2 - 2v(0)d(0)p], (5.17)

where an admissible function v(0) must be determined, in the sense that it satisfies the
original PDE (5.1).

The ODE (5.15) does not determine the function ge(u2), because it does not include
derivatives with respect to the variable u2• The function gg{u2) must be determined from
the initial PDE (5.1). Indeed, after the application of the coordinate transformation given
earlier, Eq. (5.1) becomes

dfe{ui) + 2ui + d(0)
OU\

dge{u2) . '
—a H 2u2ge(u2)

ou2
= 0. (5.18)

The solution for gg{u2) is determined by substituting the solution for fg(ui) derived from
Eq. (5.17) into Eq. (5.18),

ge(u2) — C2 exp[—u2 + 2v(0)u2}. (5.19)

It is a simple matter to show that the ge(u2) of Eq. (5.19) satisfies the constitutive
equation for v(6), Eq. (5.16). The two-dimensional solution is now given directly in the
rotated coordinate system as

H2(z) = Coexp[—u\ — u2 — 2 v(G)d(0)ui + 2v(0)u2], (5.20)

where Co — C\ C2. The inverse coordinate transformation defined by Eq. (5.6) should
yield a function independent of the angle of rotation <f>. This natural constraint permits
the determination of the directional function v(6) in the exponent, v(0) = a(cos</>+sin <fr),
where a is an arbitrary real number. Thus, the final form of the ST solution is

H2{z) = C0 exp[—-Zj - z2+ a(z\ - z2)\ = C0 exp[-z2 + a(zi - z2)], (5.21)

which is in perfect agreement with the exact solution (5.2) derived by the standard SoV
method.

Case II. In an attempt to show that ST is a more general approach than SoV, we will
now study Eq. (5.7) without making the SoV assumption (5.11).
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It is assumed that the Hg(ui, u2) is a continuous function that is bounded over the flow
domain, such that the integral of Eq. (5.9) exists for all p £ R1. Then the mean-value
theorem guarantees the existence of a bounded real function v(0) such that

J du2u2He(p, u2) — v{0) J du2Hg(p,u2) = v(0)Hi.e(p). (5.22)

In light of Eqs. (5.9) and (5.22), Eq. (5.7) reduces to the ODE

dHi.g(p)
dp ■2\p + v(0)d(0)]Hl,e(p) = 0. (5.23)

The above equation is easily solved by standard ODE methods and yields the following
ST field as a functional of i>(0),

Hi.g(p) = #i.<?(0)exp[-p2 - i:(0)d(0)p]. (5.24)

In general, the functions v(0) and Hi,g(0) must be determined self-consistent.ly so that
Eq. (5.1) is satisfied. Note that if we use the separability assumption (5.11), Eq. (5.23)
reduces to Eq. (5.15). Moreover, if v(0) = 0 and Hi g(0) — const., Eq. (5.24) gives the
ST of the isotropic solution, Eq. (5.4).

By way of a summary, we have shown that (a) under the assumption of variable
separability, the ST method and the standard SoV method generate the same solution
for the test problem above; (b) the ST approach does not need the SoV assumption in
order to obtain the isotropic solution; (c) if the assumption of variable separability is not
used, the ST of the anisotropic solution can still be determined partially.

Remark 5.2. ST can be calculated for different directional functions and inverted by
application of inverse ST techniques. It should be verified that the resulting functions
satisfy the initial PDE (5.1). This is not surprising since the original PDE includes partial
derivatives of the unknown function with respect to two independent space variables. On
the other hand, the resulting one-dimensional equation involves derivatives with respect
to a single variable. If the PDE solution is not spatially isotropic it cannot be completely
determined from the one-dimensional equation per se. Hence, the sensitivity of the
original PDE on variations of the directional function is a question that merits further
study.

6. Groundwater flow in three-dimensional porous formations. Consider the
steady-state, three-dimensional groundwater flow in a porous formation governed by the
PDE

£
a2H3(s) , 0H3(s)

Wj{ s)-
ds2- 3 dsj

= 0, (6.1)
(J.S— (JSa

3=1

where Wj(s) = alr'g^3^; K3(s) is the scalar (and hence isotropic) hydraulic conductivity,
Hz(s) is the hydraulic head, and Wj (s) are the random Cartesian components of the
log-conductivity gradient. The log-conductivity In A"3(s) is assumed to be an RF with
known spatial correlation structure. Although in this paper hydraulic conductivity will
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be viewed as an isotropic tensor, i.e., as a scalar, the analysis can be extended to the case
of an anisotropic (tensor) hydraulic conductivity, as is shown below. For the case of a
scalar hydraulic conductivity, a distinction will be made between isotropic and anisotropic
spatial dependence. As regards boundary conditions (BC), we will first consider the case
of an infinite flow domain, where Eq. (6.1) is conditioned by a set of point-like BC to be
specified in the flow domain. This represents a reasonable scenario in practice. Then, we
will use the ST analysis to study the case of Neumann BC on a spherical domain.

An application of the T3 to Eq. (6.1) involves the following transformations (j = 1,2,
and 3), which are valid assuming that the boundary terms vanish:

n
n

dH3(a)-
dsJ .

d2H3( s)
ds*

(o1G) = 8]dHlde^\ (6.2)

0dH2 Jo)
(6-3)

and

Hi#{cr) = J dzHue.z(o), (6.4)

where H\:g,z(o) is the generalized ST of the head. In light of the above, Eq. (6.1) leads
to an expression involving the spatial integration of an ODE, viz.,

[ dz
Jd

d2Hi,eA°) , , ,dHhe,.(*)
+ Kg{z)

do2 ' da

where the projected gradient of the log-conductivity

— 0, (6.5)

Kg(z) = (6.6)
i=1

is a scalar RF with a value at point z equal to the projection of the log-conductivity
gradient onto the sampling line specified by the direction vector 9. The Kg(z) plays an
important role in the ST analysis, for it carries a significant amount of the information
which is transferred from the three-dimensional space to the one-dimensional space.

At this point it is convenient to introduce an orthogonal coordinate transformation
matrix " 0X 02 03 -

A3 = -0\02/q q -6263/q
_ -d3/q 0 6l/q

The matrix A3 applies a rotation by a solid angle 0 so that

uT = A3 • z. (6.8)

The rotation brings one of the axes of the new system on the line of the direction vector of
the ST. The parameters of the rotation matrix are 6 = {0\,92,03) = (sin x cos 0, sin ^ sin 0,

(6.7)
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cos x), X and <fi being respectively the polar and the azimuthal angle of the unit direction
vector 9, and q = yJQ\ +6In the new coordinate system, identified by the vector
parameter 9, the position variables (si,S2iS3) and (^1,^2,^3) are replaced by the new
variables (ui,u2,u3). In this system the projection length of a vector z (or s) becomes
an independent space variable, i.e.,

y^ZjOj = ui, (6.9)
i= 1

and the head becomes a function of the vector variable u, parametrized by the direction
vector 9.

The solution for the generalized ST head, which is consistent with the definition of
Eq. (2.2), is of the form

Hi,e,z(a) = 6(a ~ ui)Hg(u). (6.10)

Note that Hg(u) is the value of the three-dimensional head potential at the point z of
the flow domain expressed in the rotated coordinate frame. It is also convenient to define
the one-dimensional generalized head slope as the slope of the generalized ST of the head
with respect to the projection length <r,

dHhg,z(a) d6{a-Ul) TT ^3He{u)
 o = 5 He{ u) = b(<j-ui)— ; (6.11)

U(T UU1 OU1

and, by repeated differentiation,

__(6.12)

Finally, in order to simplify notation we define on R'5 the first and second negative
derivatives of the head with respect to the projection length

7 , ^ dHg(a,u') , ^
Jg(a, u) = —  (6.13)

and
dJg(a,u') _ dHl(o, uQ

da da2 ' 1 ' '
where u' = {u2,u3). Equation (6.13) defines the hydraulic head gradient along the
direction vector.

In order to calculate the one-dimensional head slope, i.e., the derivative with respect
to a of the ST of the head, the integration over u 1 is readily performed by virtue of
the delta function. Since the differentiation with respect to the projection length and
the integration over the space variables in the orthogonal directions are interchangeable
operations, the following expression is obtained for the one-dimensional negative head
slope:

? , , dHi.gia) f , dH\,e z(a) fJfJ, „ ,C1CNJ\.e{<y) = —— = -J dz —  =jdujg{a,u), (6.15)
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where the double integral f dv,2 f du^ is understood as f du'. In view of the analysis
above, Eq. (6.5) can now be written in the language of the new formalism. Indeed,
after the integration over the delta function has been performed, the following result is
obtained:

d.Jg(a, u')
du

da
+ Kg (a, \l')Jg(a, u') 0. (6.16)

At this point, we have transformed the three-dimensional PDE (6.1) to the one-
dimensional integro-differential Eq. (6.16). After Eq. (6.16) has been solved for Jg(a, u'),
the Hi g(a) can be found from Eq. (6.15) and then the required three-dimensional solu-
tion H^(s) can be obtained by applying Tf.

To proceed further with the analysis we define the weighted projected gradient of the
log-conductivity,

, , _ fdu'Jgja, u>e((j, u')
Ko{g) r , ! J , ,N ! (6>17)J du. Jg(a, u )

so that Eq. (6.16) is reduced to the first-order ODE

dJi.e(cr)
da + Kg(a)Ji,e(a) = 0. (6.18)

The problem of solving the initial stochastic PDE (6.1) has now been reduced to the
problem of solving the ODE (6.18) with respect to J\,g{a). The solution is

= Ji,e(0)exp - / duikg(ui) (6.19)

Equations (6.17) and (6.19) establish the full solution of the one-dimensional problem.
After the one-dimensional Ji,g(a) has been calculated, the three-dimensional head solu-
tion can be determined by application of the inverse ST,

dG (6.20)

2(2?r) / 9-^de (6.2i)Js3 da

at a — s • 0. Equation (6.19) and, hence, Eq. (6.21) contain two undetermined functions:
the weighted projected gradient of the log-conductivity Kg(u) and the directional distri-
bution Ji,e(0). These should be determined by means of the self-consistency rule [i.e., so
that the three-dimensional head solution (6.21) satisfies the original PDE (6.1)] and the
point-like BC (measurements). The family of the solutions of the one-dimensional prob-
lem is, in general, larger than the family of the solutions of the initial three-dimensional
problem (this was already demonstrated in Sec. 5). The determination of Ji.e(0) from the
point-like BC is discussed in more detail in Sec. 8 below. The analysis above completes
the proof of the following
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Proposition 6.1. The solution of the PDE (6.1) in the case of an infinite flow domain
where Eq. (6.1) is conditioned by a set of point-like BC in the flow domain is given by
Eq. (6.21), where J\.g{u) is the solution (6.19) of the ODE (6.18).

Remark 6.1. By introducing the directional head generator

m(cx; 9) = kg(a) exp ■ / du\kg{ui)
Jo

(6.22)

Eq. (6.21) can also be expressed in the following elegant form:

H3(s) = J d0jhe(0)m(a, d), (6.23)

at a = s • G.
Remark 6.2. The analysis above can easily be extended to the case of an anisotropic

hydraulic conductivity tensor with the following modifications. The projected gradient
of the log-conductivity, i.e., of Eq. (6.6), now becomes

E3 y->3 n 9Kik (z)
i=i^fc=i dzj

k0(z) = J (6.24)
zZj = l 22k=l Qj@kKjk{z)

and the weighted projected gradient of the log-conductivity, i.e., Eq. (6.17) becomes

- , , Ti[£3j=1OjDj[K3{s),Cl3(s)][detK3(s)}-1K0(s)}(a,e)
K,g[(7) =   —^ , (6.25)

n E?=1 Dj [K300 , Q.3 (S)] [det K3 (s)] ■-1] (a, 6)

where £>j[K3(s), Qs(s)] (j = 1,2,3) are determinants of the matrices that result from
the substitution of the jth column in the matrix representing the hydraulic conductivity
tensor with the specific discharge vector, e.g.,

Q 3,1 (s) K12( s) *13 (s)
Q3,2(s) *22 (s) *23 (s)
<53,3( S) *32 (s) *33 (s)

Q:i(s) = [Q3,l(s),Q3,2(s),<93,3(s)].

£>i[ K3(s),Q3(s)] =
(6.26)

It may be instructive to consider some specific examples representing situations where
straightforward analytic expressions for the solutions (6.21) or (6.23) can be established.

Example 6.1. In certain cases explicit formulas can be derived for kg(u) in terms
of the hydraulic conductivity field and its gradients. One such case is groundwater flow
at a constant specific discharge vector Q3 (Q3 is assumed to be known by means of its
components i = 1,2, and 3). Darcy's law (e.g., [10]) relates Q3 with the gradient
of the hydraulic head and the hydraulic conductivity of the porous medium,

*s(s)V*3(s) = -Q3. (6.27)

This form of Darcy's law implies that the equipotentials are the planes Q3 -s = const,
which, in turn, imposes certain restrictions on the functional form of the solution *3(s).
An explicit formula for kg(u) is suggested by
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Lemma 6.1. In the general case of a constant specific discharge vector Q3,

_ T^K^(s)Ke(s)](uue)
^e("i) — Xr 1, . ■ (b.28)

^3^3 (S)]K,6»)

Proof. Using the properties of the ST derivatives,

i=l
zw a-W z 3

0?
i= 1

da (6.29)
OCT

The one-dimensional head slope can be expressed in terms of the one-dimensional nega-
tive head slope or in terms of the denominator of the weighted projected gradient of the
log-conductivity, i.e.,

dHi,g(a)
da — J\,e(cr) = J du'Jg(cr, u'). (6.30)

By using Darcy's law in the left-hand side of Eq. (6.29), the one-dimensional head slope
equals

X>T3 (6.31)
i=1 2=1

by virtue of Eq. (6.30) the denominator of the weighted projected gradient of the log-
conductivity becomes

f 3
/ du'Jg(a,u') = ^0IQ3,tT31[^3-1(s)].

^ i=1

The numerator of «e(u) in Eq. (6.17) can also be written as

J da! Jg{a, u')Kg(a,uf) = ^0? J du' Jg(a, u')Kg(a, u').

(6.32)

(6.33)

Now notice that

3

(s)<5(<7 — s • G)
3 3

YA [ du'.Je{cr,u')Kg{a,u') = f ds^~~Kg
i= 1 J i=l •* a

q2 fj v H3(s + etf~) — H3(s)— — 2_^ 9i / as lim ! Kg(s)b(a — s -9)
i=1

3
[ j i- #3(S+ &;£') ~H3(s)

~Z^0i I dS ^ Kfl(s)«(<T - S • 0)
2=1

-E^T3
2=1

aH3(s) ,,
(6.34)
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where the unit vectors in the three orthogonal directions are denoted by e,. i = 1,2,3.
Using Darcy's law,

i=1
=^^Q3,T31[A'3-1(s)«0(s)]. (6.35)

i=1

The numerator of Eq. (6.17) follows simply from Eqs. (6.34) and (6.35), viz.

[ du' Je{(J,u')Ke(a,u') = OjQ's^ [K^1(s)hq(s)}. (6.36)
J i—\

Finally, by inserting Eqs. (6.32) and (6.36) into Eq. (6.17) we obtain Eq. (6.28).
Equation (6.28) can be used together with Eqs. (6.19) and (6.21) to derive the ana-

lytical form of the solution HA(s). This completes Example 6.1.
Example 6.2. Some interesting analytical solutions can be derived in the isotropic

case. Assume that the hydraulic head is an isotropic RF, i.e., that H^(s) depends purely
on the Euclidean norm r = |s| of the position vector measured from the origin: Hs(s) =
H(r). Its ST transform is also an isotropic function that depends exclusively on the
projection length a, as is clear by the following:

= J ds 6(cr — s • O)H(r) = j du H(\Ja'2 + u'2). (6.37)

A sufficient condition for an isotropic solution to exist is that the PDE (6.1) is invariant
under interchange of any two space variables. That this condition is not also necessary
is made obvious by the counterexample 9^3S^ + 2sji/3(s) — 0, that admits the isotropic
solution H-,i(s) = exp(—s2). The condition for an isotropic solution is satisfied when the
log-conductivity is an isotropic RF, i.e., when the following is true:

ln/\3(s) = a(r), (6.38)

where a(r) is a uni-dimensional RF. Then, the projected gradient of the log-conductivity
defined in Eq. (6.6) becomes

Kg(z) = 6 ■ \ — U\(3(r). (6.39)
r or

A specific situation that permits a decomposition of the projected gradient of the log-
conductivity will be considered, where the projected gradient of the log-conductivity is
assumed to admit a factorial decomposition,

/3(r) = (3'(Ul)f3"( u'). (6.40)

The one-dimensional flow Eq. (6.16) now becomes

"<9J0(cr, u')
du' + af3'(ul)P"(u')Jg(a,u)

OCT
= 0, (6.41)
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and by using Eq. (6.15) and the mean-value theorem,

I du'[p"(u)Je{cr, u')] = 7W J du'Je{cr, u') = 7(0) Ji,e(cx), (6.42)

where 7(9) is a directional function that depends in general on the direction vector. An
isotropic solution requires that 7(9) = 70. The one-dimensional negative head slope
solution of Eq. (6.41) follows easily,

J\.e(v) = ^oexp -70 / du^/3'iui)
Jo

(6.43)

For an isotropic solution the value of Ji.g(cr) at zero projection length must be a
constant independent of the direction vector 9, i.e., Ji.e(0) = J0. The three-dimensional
head can now be calculated by applying the inverse ST to Eq. (6.43) according to Eq.

(6.21),

H3{s) = — 2(2^)2 I d6(s ' e)P'(s • 9) eXP
pCr=S-6

-70 / duiui(i\ui)
Jo

(6.44)

This completes Example 6.2. Note that Eq. (6.40) is satisfied if (3(r) = /30exp(—r2).
Finally, we will examine the flow Eq. (6.1) in the case of a specific boundary geometry.

Proposition 6.2. The solution of the PDE (6.1) in the case of the Neumann BC

r) • VH3(sb) = <Msb) (6.45)

at sg S B, where B is a spherical domain and r\ is a unit vector perpendicular to B, is
given by Eq. (6.21) where now the one-dimensional solution is

exp — / duKe(u)
J OR

(6.46)

Proof. By applying the ST T3 to Eq. (6.45), and due to the spherical form of the
boundary, we find

— Ji.9(0-3) — (j>3 (ss) (6-47)

at as = sg • 9. In this case the solution Ji,e(u) of the ODE (6.18) subject to Eq. (6.46)
is found simply by replacing Ji.e(O) in Eq. (6.19) with —03(sb). This gives Eq. (6.46)
and completes the proof.

7. Analysis in terms of Taylor series expansions of the log-conductivity
gradient. A solution of the steady-state three-dimensional flow governed by Eq. (6.1)
will be attempted by direct expansion of the components of the log-conductivity gradient
around the neighborhood of a point s0 £ D, viz.

00 1

wj(s) = ^j[(s _ s°) * vrwj(s)is=so- c7-1)
n—0
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The binomial expansion can be used to derive the following expression for the part of
the Taylor series that displays an explicit s dependence:

n

[(s - so) • VSo]n = VSo)fc(s0 • VS0)"-fc, (7.2)
k=0

where = (£), and the subscript So on the gradient operator implies that the latter
operates on Wj (s) and the result is then evaluated at the point so- The term that contains
the space variable yields upon repeated application of the binomial expansion:

^ / fim fll — m gk — l ' (7.3)Is ■ v«j'"EE ClCTsT^-'t1 y ds„ k.,
1=Om=0 V 1 0S2 0Sl

Lemma 7.1. For p + q + r > 1

T13

3
{nklm} /Y^F}nhlm}( so)

3 = 1
3

12 3 v- QSj

( _X)P+9+r

(p + q + r - l)\ J_
. r {a-u)p+^
• J — oo

—I

v{nklm}, \ gp+1+r dH\,g(u)
22*$ {so)Wdomj^~ {7A)
3=1

is valid, where the indices p,q, and r are positive integers or zero; Fj"kh"^ (sq) is a
function that depends on the derivatives of w3 (s) at the expansion point and on a set
of integers {nklm} that determine exactly the order of the expansion and are such that
they satisfy the inequalities oo>n>k>l>m>0.

Proof. In order to calculate the ST of a field Xj(s) multiplied by an integer power of
one of the Cartesian coordinates, the following ST formulae must be used:

T1i3
gp+C+r-X 3(s)

ds^ds^ds^
fip+q+r ^

and

dP+o+rXhe(a) _ 1,p+q+r dp+q+r

de\deq2dei
ffp+q+r f

= ^P+q+rd^^ J «(*-*-0K^3*3(s)ds

flV+q+r
= (7.6)

The iterative integration of the last equation immediately implies that

r<* fUp+q + r fU2 BP+q + TX^ a(vi )
Tg1 [■S^S^S'iX3(s)] = (-1 )P+1+rj dup+q + r J dup+q + r- 1 ■ • J du 1 QQPQQqQQ

— oc

r du(o - ,]>W-.^C) (7 7)^ ' /3/3P £*£<7 * V * /(p + 9 +r _ 1)! j-oo ; 00^005
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By applying Eqs. (7.5) and (7.6), the following expression is derived for the head
potential //3(s),

flp+q+r
(_l)P+g+r   nnl

dcrp+q+r 3
j=1 1

__ gy+,+r 3 m} dHh0(a)_
deideidoi^ 3 > (o) ^ ' ( ]

then, in light of Eq. (7.7), Eq. (7.8) leads to Eq. (7.4).
Remark 7.1. Here it should be mentioned that the direction vector should be con-

sidered as an unconstrained vector when the partial derivatives of the direction vector 0
are calculated, and, hence, its length should be allowed to vary. The form of the ST for
an unconstrained direction vector in terms of the ST for a unit direction vector follows
from the properties of the ST, Hi)0u(a) - ) and \0U\ = 6>J.

With the help of the preceding analysis we are now ready to prove the following.

Proposition 7.1. Assuming the series expansion form of Eq. (7.1) for the log-conduc-
tivity gradient w(s), the application of the ST approach to the flow equation (6.1) leads
to the one-dimensional series expansion

oc n k I

+££££ hc^°' £<s»>
n=0 k=0 1=0 m=0 j = 1

(_!)k r" gm gl-m gk-l
X /o du(a - u)(fc-i)!y„oc v y de™ gel~m got-1

e3 dHUe{jfr)
\6U\ du

where

- 0, (7.9)

(7.10)

Proof. When the ST is applied to the flow Eq. (6.1), the first term readily transforms
into ""3

T13
\ d~H3(s)
^ ds)
3=1 j

= (7.11)
3=1

The second term consists of an infinite sum of terms which are proportional to the left-
hand side of Eq. (7.4) of Lemma 7.1 above. Hence, using Eq. (7.4) together with Eq.
(7.11) we obtain the desired Eq. (7.9).

If only the lowest term in the expansion is retained (0-th order approximation), the
one-dimensional flow Eq. (7.9) is reduced to the following simple form:

d2H[0)g(a) 3 dH[°ha)
ga2 + = °' (7'12)

3=1
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which admits the solution

= /io(0)exp[-<7K0(so)], (7.13)dcr

7(0) f
where k8{s0) = w(s0) • 0 and h0(d) = dHlg*(0) =

By applying the inverse ST to the above solution, an approximation of the three-
dimensional head potential in the neighborhood of the expansion point can be evaluated

= d0ho(0)mW(v,O), (7.14)
2(271") Js3

where
TO(0) (<r, 0) = Ke(s0) exp[—ko(s0)<t]. (7.15)

In comparing the approximate Eq. (7.14) with the exact Eq. (6.23), it should be
pointed out that Eq. (6.23) is a global solution with a range of validity that covers the
flow domain, while the solution derived from the 0-th order Taylor approximation is
limited to a local description of the head potential.

However, the usefulness of the Taylor expansion method is not limited to the lowest-
order approximation. Higher orders can be included by approximating the ST-1 of the
head potential with a sequence of partial sums. For example, assuming that H\ g{cr) is a
continuous function defined on a closed domain, Weierstrass's theorem (e.g., [5]) states
that it can be uniformly approximated by the following sequence:

M
Hi,e{<r) = J™ H[Ag\a)= lim ^ c{^{d)an. (7.16)

l\l ^ OO iVji ^ oo
n,l,m

The unknown functions c^^(0) in the above expansion can be expressed as a linear
combination of spherical harmonics. The coefficients can be determined by canceling
equal powers of a in the expansion of the flow equation.

8. Numerical approximations and stochastic moments solutions. The deter-
mination of the directional distribution Ji.e(O) from the measurements will be discussed
next, as well as certain numerical considerations regarding stochastic solutions of the
PDE (6.1).

In hydrological applications an analytical expression for the log-conductivity random
field is not usually available. Instead, discrete measurements or estimates of the log-
conductivity values are available at certain points. It is, therefore, assumed that a space
grid Gz, containing N points at which the log-conductivity is known by measurements
or estimation techniques, is embedded in the flow domain. The grid is said to cover the
flow domain D, when all the points at the boundaries of the flow domain lie inside the
boundaries of the grid. The number N of grid points can be arbitrarily large, and it is
in practice determined by computing considerations.

Following the introduction of the grid derivatives are replaced by finite differences
and integrals by discrete summations over the grid. In order to simplify the analysis and
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without loss of generality, it is assumed that a covering grid composed of N cubic cells
of fixed size b is embedded in the flow domain. Then, kg{u\) can be approximated by
replacing the integrals over planes with discrete summations as follows:

- , ^ 31{z)Kg(z)\61(u1-z-e)^(z)
M"i) = —^—f i s . (8-1)Ezecz [3 (z)]^i (ui-z- 0)f ( z)

where £(z) is a local integration weight that depends on the integration approximation
scheme, and 6\(u\ — z • 0) is the discrete summation resolution function that determines
the grid points that are close enough to the plane Ui — z • 0 = 0 to be considered as "on
the plane" points in the discrete approximation. Assuming that the increment of u\ is
given by the positive, real number Ait], the discrete summation resolution function is
given by

f 1 if |«i — z • 0\ < "1'1
S^m-Z'0) = \ 2 (8.2)l 0 otherwise.

The H3{s) can be approximated by the discrete average of the inverse ST Tf head
potential over Ng directions. In the case of a uniform distribution of azimuthal and polar
angles the following is obtained:

1 N"
H3{s) = --—^2 Ji,ek(0) smxkm(s • dk; 0k) (8.3)

" 8 k=1

at ak = s ■ 0k, where \k is the angle between Ok and the s3-axis. The inversion formula
should be modified for a different distribution of the direction vectors. For example, see

[Hi-
Equation (8.3) determines the head potential for every RF realization in terms of the

one-dimensional negative head slope at the origin for each of the sampled directions 0k ■
However, the value of the derivative of the ST for each direction Ok requires the values of
the gradient of H3(s) on the plane that passes through the origin and is perpendicular to
Ok- This boundary condition on H3(s) is unrealistic in practical problems. Essentially, it
is required to determine the directional distribution so that the solution will be consistent
with the three-dimensional flow equation.

With the exception of certain specific cases, there is not at the moment a general
method that allows a direct calculation of the directional distribution. It is possi-
ble, of course, to test different hypotheses by applying the inverse ST to obtain the
three-dimensional head solution and by testing whether the solution satisfies the three-
dimensional flow equation. Fortunately, as regards discrete approximations in practice
there is a method that allows a straightforward calculation of the J\,gk (0), as follows:
(i) It is assumed that measurements of Hz{s) are available at Ng points within the flow
domain, (ii) When these values are substituted in the corresponding equation for the
mean of H-3(s) they yield a linear system of Ng equations with Ng unknowns (i.e., the
boundary values Ji,et(0)). (iii) Solution of the system leads to the determination of
^i,0i (O). It is also possible to have boundary conditions that involve both values of the
hydraulic head and its gradient. For example, in hydrological applications mixed Dirich-
let and Neuman boundary conditions are routinely used. In such a case the system (8.3)
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should be augmented by a respective system of equations for the hydraulic gradient.
Preliminary numerical calculations indicate that the system (8.3) is unstable when the
number of equations is equal to the number of direction vectors. This singularity can be
removed by means of the singular value decomposition method by using an overdeter-
mined system, i.e., specifying the boundary condition at a number of points higher than
the number of direction vectors.

Just as for the RF realizations, the inverse ST can also be used to derive the corre-
sponding flow moment solutions, namely the spatial mean H3(s) and the spatial covari-
ance c//(s,s') = H3(s)H3(s') of the head potential (the bar denotes stochastic averaging;
see, e.g., [9]). More specifically, assuming that the boundary conditions have been deter-
mined, the second-order statistics of the head potential can be calculated by

1 No  
h3(s) ^ £.0fc(O) sin Xkm(s-ek;0k.) (8.4)

J 9 fc=l

and
j n„ N„

c"(s's'}- iwvfEE Ji 0j (0) sin Xk Sin XjCm{s, s';0k, 0j), (8.5)
0 •k=1j=1

where m(s • 0k\0k) and cm(s,s';0k, 0j) are, respectively, the mean and the covariance
functions of the directional head generator (6.22) calculated by

^ Nm

m(s • 0k\0k) = — y2mr(s ■ 0k\0k) (8.6)
Nm

and
, N M

cm(s, s'; 0k, 0j) = Y]mr(s • 0k\0k)mr(s' • 0f,0i), (8.7)
M

where Nm is the number of RF realizations used. Computational issues will be further
investigated in a forthcoming publication.
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